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A SIMPLE ADC UNIT FOR COSMIC RAY AIR SHOWER EXPERIMENTS 
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The design of a new low cost analog-to-digital converter system is described, It is based upon the method of linearising the 
·charging process of a storage condenser and is controlled by logic gates. Its tested characteristics have been found to be reliable 
for application in cosmic ray air shower experiments. 

1. Introduction 

The digital encoding of pulse height in nuclear 
pulse techniques with the method of Wilkinson (1] 
for digital measurements has succeeded over some 
other methods for digitisation of analog pulses. Man
fredy and Rimini (2], among others, have described a 
Wilkinson type analog-to-digital· converter (ADC) 
based upon the method of linearisation of the dis-

; charging prqcess of a storage condens~r, The method 
of Wilkinson has been used in the present work to 
design a new analog-to-digital converter based upon 
the technique· of linearising the charging process of a 
condenser for use in nuclear physics and cosmic ray 
air shower experiments. The design, operation and 
performance of the converter are described in this 
paper. 

2. Principle of operation 

The operation of the converter starts with the 
charging of a condenser by means of a constant cur
rent source (linear ramp generator) to a volt'age equal 
to the input pulse amplitude to be measured. The 
charging time of the condenser to a voltage equal to 
the input voltage is measured by means of a 1 MHz 
clock pulse: The operating principle is indicated in 
fig. 1. As the condenser .voltage rises linearly to the 
input voltage, the number of clock pulses counted 
during the capacitor charging time is therefore pro
portional to the input voltage. The new design for the 
realisation of the cop.verter is described in the follow
ing section. 
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3. Description of the converter circuit 

The circuit diagram of the converter is shown in 
fig. 2. The whole circuit consists of two parts: (1) the 
ADC consisting of four operational amplifiers, two 
silicon transistors (T 1 , T 2 ) and two TTL ICs (IC-5, 
IC-6), (2) a built-in-programmer consisting of logic 
gates and counters indicated in fig. 2. 

In the ADC circuit the transistor :r 1 acts as a con
stant current source to charge the capacitor C con
nected to the collector ofT 1 and T 2 . The voltage fol
lower IC-1 connected to the capacitor C is meant to 
give information abou't the voltage across C to the 
comparator IC-3. The transistor T 2 acts as an analog 
switch across the capacitor C. 

The analog input pulse is fed to the comparator 
through a summing amplifier, the inverting input of 
the amplifier is connected to a preset for setting the 
output of the comparator at a zero logic level when 
the input voltage is at zero level. This occurs due to 
low voltage on the collector ofT 2 in the conducting 
state. The output voltage of the comparator IC-3 is 
clipped at ·~ high logic level and connected to the 
input of an inverting logic gate G1 • The output of the 
inverter is connected to the "reset to zero" (R0 ) 

input of a decade counter, IC~6. The output of G1 is 
further inverted by G2 and then applied to one of the 
inputs of the trigger controlling gate G3 • This input, 
directly related to the voltage setting time of the 
analog multiplexer, will not allow any sta1t pulse to· 
the ADC until the voltage is set for scanning. The 
output of the gate G3 is connected to the "Rest to 
Nine" (R9) input of IC-6 whose outputs QA and Q0 
are used to control the ramp generator as these two 

/ 
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Fig. 1. Principle of the ADC. 
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the converter. 

change their logic states with R0 and R9 . Here decade 
counter (IC-6) is used for "preset' and "clear" pur
poses. Any flip-flop with "preset" and "clear" can be 
used instead of IC-6. But such a flip-flop should be 
properly gated to that when any one of "preset" and 
"clear" goes low the other should remain high. But in 
case of decade counter no such gate is necessary. The 
output Q0 of the IC-6 is connected to one of the 
inputs of the Schmidt trigger IC-5 containing a 1 MHz 
clock pulse and also the inverting input of the high 
speed operational amplifier IC-4 of unit gain. Instead 
of a Schmidt trigger (IC-5) a simple AND gate can be 
used provided the input 1 MHz clock is a Schmidt 
triggered output to avoid errors that may occur in the 
counters which follow the ADC and which are very 
susceptible to noise. The output of IC-4 is connected 
to the base of T2 • The noninverting input of IC-4 is 
connected to a I 0 k.Q resistor preset to apply a posi
of IC-11 is used to reset the analog multiplexer, 
T2 goes negative and when Q0 is low the base of T2 

goes positive just to make T2 conducting. The output 
of IC-5 gives the serial data output which can be con
nected to counters for parallel data, output. 

The built-in programme is an assembly of different 
logic gates (G3-G9), counters (IC-9 to IC-12) and 
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monostable multivibrators (IC-7, IC-8). The monosta
ble multivibrator IC-7 triggers the ADC and IC-8 
allows the voltage setting tin1e of the analog multi
plexer. For analysis with 16 channels, the output QA 
'of IC-11 is used to reset the analog multiplexer, 
demultiplexer address register, the preset counters 

. (IC-10 and IC-11) and programme controller IC-12. 

4. Operation of the circuit 

The unit IC-12 which controls the whole pro
gramme is normally reset to zero when the ADC will 
not scan any input voltage applied at the analog input 
terminal B. Whenever there is an input voltage, a posi
tive start pulse derived from the control unit of the 
system where this ADC is intended to be used, is 
applied to the "start pulse" input terminal A. The 
width of the start pulse is slightly greater than the 
voltage setting time of the analog multiplexer with its 
output point connected to the analog input terminal 
B. The positive edge of the start pulse resets the IC-12 
to nine (R9) and .IC-9, IC-10 and IC-11 to zero (R0) 

through gates G6 and G9 . The output QD of IC-12 
after being inverted connects the analog multiplexer 
and demultiplexer to the ADC through "input enable 
control" and the output QA ofiC-12 sets one of the 
inputs of gates G3 and G7 high. The input voltage 
makes the comparator IC-3 output high making R0 of 
IC-6 low. The IC-7 is triggered at the end of the start 
pulse to reset IC-6 to nine (R9) so that QA and QD of 
IC-6 are high. The width of the triggering pulse must 
be less than 1 J.lS for 1 MHz clock pulse. The output 
Qn makes the base of T2 negative and opens the 
1 MHz clock pulse to the ADC counter and the stor
age capacitor starts charging at a constant current via 
T 1 until the output of comparator IC-3 goes to zero 
logic level making R0 of IC-6 high. As R0 of IC76 goes 
high, the output Qn of IC-6 becomes low stopping 
the 1 MHz clock pulse to the counters and making 
the base of T 2 positive to enable the capacitor C to 
discharge. Here the transistor T 2 is switched on and 
off by an operational amplifier (IC-4) but not by con
ventional TTL levels. This is done for the reason that 
logic low levels sometimes give -0.1 V or even 
-0.2 V. It is observed that there is a low conduction 
current through the transistor T 2 which affects the 
linearity between the digital output and the analog 
input. Replacing T2 by a field effect transistor (FET) 
BFW 11 gives better result. With BFW 11 the gain of 
IC-4 is made about 3 so that when QD of IC-6 is low 

the gate of BFW 11 goes to about 1 V and when QD 

is high the gate goes to less than -4 V which is equal 
to the drain current cut-off voltage for BFW 11. At 
the end of the conversion the discharge of the capaci
tor C takes place through the FET. The FET being a 
better electronic switch than a silicon transistor, the 
discharge of the capacitor C is very fast to make the 
ADC ready for the next scan. The output QA of IC-6 
being low, the output of G5 is low. As there is no 
start pulse either at the input B or from IC-8, the out
put of G6 is also low, making R0 of IC-9 low. The 
500kHz clock pulse now enters the counter IC-9. The 
outputs QA and QB of IC-9 through G8 increase the 
preset counter reading and the analog multiplexer and 
demultiplexer channel address by unity and produce 
another start pulse at the monostable multivibrator 
IC-8. As soon as the start pulse is generated, R0 of 
IC-9 goes high through G6 and the 500 kHz clock 
pulse entry to IC-9 is cut off starting a new cycle of 
operation. At the end of the sixteenth cycle, the out
put QA of IC-11 goes high, thus resetting the preset 
counter and the programme controlling IC-12 to zero, 
making the whole system ready for a new cycle of 
operations. 

5. Discussion 

The circuit described above has been operated for 
a long time and is now standardised for use in cosmic 
ray air shower experiments. The voltage ramp of the 
linear ramp generator has been photgraphed in a large 
number of test operations. The ramp has a fairly 
constant slope and good linearity up to 10 V. For a 
charging current corresponding io 10 mV/J.lS, the dif
ferential non-linearity is <±I% for an input voltage 
higher than 50 mV but less than 10 V. Non-linearity 
above 10 V and can be achieved by operating the 
transistor T 1 with a higher voltage (15 V). 

As 1 MHz quartz oscillator is used in the test cir
cuit. The clock oscillator and the ramp generator are 
controlled by logic gates and hence all possible errors 
at small input voltages are expected to be negligible. 
Since R9 overrides R0 , there may be an inaccuracy at 
zero input voltage of one channel width if the start 
pulse to IC-6 synchronises with the high logic level of 
the clock pulse. This can be avoided by interchanging 
"reset to nine" (R9) with "reset to zero" (R0) and by 
inverting outputs QA and Qn of IC-6. 

Fig. 3 shows the relation between the digital out
put and the analog input. The digital output of the 
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Fig. 3. Relation between the digital output and the analog 
input. 

ADC for a particular height of an analog pulse is not 
constant but can be adjusted. To fix the digital 
output at a particular value the bias of the transistor 
T 1 is adjusted which controls the charging rate of the 
capacitor C. For a digital output 100 per volt with 
1 MHz clock pulse the conversion time is 1 00 JJS/V, 
But using a 10 MHz clock and adjusting the digital 
output 100 per volt the conversion time becomes 
10 JJS/V. In both cases the resolution is 10 mV. This 

resolution can be made 1 mV by making the digital 
output 1000 per volt by adjusting the charging rate of 
the capacitor C through transistor T 1• In this case the 
conversion time becomes 100 JJS/V using a 10 MHz 
clock pulse. It may be mention{ld that all operational 
amplifiers 741 should be replaced by 715. This is the 
main advantage of the ADC where we can adjust the 
conversion time and resolution according to need. 
The cost of the built-up ADC is at the level of .one 
hundred rupees. The cost of similar such indigeneous 
ADCs is higher by at least a factor of four. 
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A new sample-hold circuit with an analog multiplexer system is describ~d. Designed for multichannel acquistion of data from an 
air shower array, the system is being used for accurate measurements of pulse heights from 16 channels by the use of a single ADC. 

1. Introduction 

There are various ways of realising sample-and-hold 
circuits and the analog multiplexer systems (e.g. refs. 
I-5). In all cases detection of each peak for monitoring 
during sampling and holding the peak of selected pulses 
and then feeding it . to an ADC through an analog 
multiplexer by controlling .~ logic state is not provided. 
In the present design, peak detection, holding and 
monitoring the channels are simultaneously made by 
means of a simple circuit. The circuit in its new form is 
always adjustable both for holding time of the peak 
during sampling and closing the input lines· after a 
definite interval of time or instantaneously. Realisation 
of the analog multiplexer is made simply by FET 
switches operated by operational amplifiers and TIL 
ICs. 

2. Principle of operation 

Charging a storage capacitor up to a voltage equal to 
the peak of the analog pulse by means of a conventional 
peak detector, used in almost all cases· of analog peak 
detection in analog systems, is utilised in the working 
principle of the sample-and-hold circuit. The voltage 
across the capacitor is retained for a few microseconds 
and then allowed to discharge through a switch for 
sampling. A "Hold!' command cuts off the discharging 
path of the capacitor and the input line. This "Hold" 
command further connects the analog multiplexer con
sisting of FET switches and operated by logic pulses to
the output of sample-and-hold units for scanning with 
anADC. 

3. Description of the circuit 

The circuit diagram for the system is shown in fig. I. 
The whole' circtii.t is composed of two parts, 
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(I) sample and hold (S-H) comprising operational 
amplifiers (Qp Amp IC-I to IC-3), TTL ICs (IC-6 and 
IC-7), two field effect transistors (FET) T1 and T3 , and 
a silicon transistor T2 for each channel together with an 
Op Ainp (IC-4) and TIC ICs (IC-8 and IC-9) for 
general control of all the input lines; 

'(2) analog multiplexer comprising TTL ICs (IC-10, 
IC-II) for channel address and decoding and an Op 
Amp (IC-5) together with a FET (T4 ) and a diode to 
switch "ON" and "OFF" for each channel. 

For each channel the analog pulse is fed to a peak 
detector unit consisting of an Op Amp (IC-I), a diode 
and a capacitor C and to the base of the transistor T2 

tQrough a.IO kQ resistor. The drain of T1, acting as an 
input switch, is connected to the input line. Transistor 
T2 , acting as a logic level clipper, is to operate IC-6 with 
the input pulse. Transistor T3 operated by IC-3 acts as a 
switch to discharge the capacitor C by triggering IC-7 
after a definite time from the arrival of a pulse con
trolled by the pulse width of IC-6. The triggering of 
IC-7 is Controlled by connecting the 'S-H command' to 
the reset input. The output of the S-H unit is taken by 
a voltage follower (IC-2). 

The drain of the transistor T4 acting as the first 
channel input of the analog multipexer unit is con
nected to the output of the S-H unit and to the gate of 
T4 by a I20 kQ resistor. The gate is connected to the 
output of a high slew rate Op Amp (IC-5) through a 
forward diode. A small voltage, about I V, is applied to 
the non-inverting input so that when the output of 
IC-IO is low the gate of T4 goes to drain voltage and 
when the output is high the gate goes beyond the drain 
current cut-off value switching off the input output line. 
All the source terminals of the FET switches operating 
in the position T4 for I6 channels are shorted to give the 

.output. The sequential connection of the channneis is 
obtained by decoding the channel address with IC-10 
generated by IC-II which contains a channel advance 
instruction at the CP input. R 0 of IC-7, enable control 
(E) of IC-IO. and R 0 of IC-Il are held high during 
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Fig. I. Circuit diagram of sample-and-hold and analog multiplexer unit. 

sampling and low on giving a "hold" command which 
closes the input line after 2 p.s by operating IC-4 which 
makes the transistor T1 conducting. The Q output of 
IC-6 of all the channels may be multiplexed and con
nected to a 7-segment LED display for monitoring (not 
shown in fig. 1). 

4. Operation of the circuit 

Analog pulses to be analysed coming from 16 detect
ing units are applied to the inputs 11-1 16 • Any analog 
pulse at input 11 (say) will charge the capacitor C at a 
voltage equal to the peak of the analog pulse by means 
of high speed Op Amp IC-1 acting as a peak detector 
and is measured by the voltage follower IC-2. The drain 
current of transistor T3 is normally cut off. The input 
pulse triggers IC-6 through transistor T2 which preduces 
a 3 p.s width pulse. At the end of 3 p.s, IC-7 is triggered 
to discharge the capacitor C by making transistor T3 
conducting. Thus the peak of each pulse is held for 3 p.s 
during sampling. 

As the "sample-and-hold input is held high during 
sampling 'enable controls' (E) of IC-10 and R 0 of IC-1 I 
are also high so that IC-11 is at zero address and all the 
ouputs from the decoder (IC-10) are high. Thus all the 
outputs from S-l:j: are cut off by the FET switch operat
ing in the position T4 • 

Normally, the control unit of the detector array 
where it is intended to be used contains TTL logic gates. 
The generation of a 'Hold Command' is almost instan
taneous with the arrival of the selected pulses and hence 
falls within the sampling time of 3 p.s. This 'Hold 

Command' makes R 0 of IC-7, E of IC-10 and R 0 of 
IC-11 low; and at the same time it triggers IC-9 to 
produce a 2 p.s width pulse. At the end of 2 p.s, IC-8 is 
triggered to close all the input lines by making the input 
controlling transistor, in the position T 1, conducting. 
The width of the pulse from IC-8 must be greater than 
the time required for analysis. The input line is closed 
after 2 p.s from the 'Hold Command' to ensure full peak 
value at the peak detector stage though it is operated by 
a fast operational amplifier. As R 0 of IC-7 is low it will 
not trigger and the voltage across the capacitor C is 
retained. The wave form of the pulse after a "Hold" 
command is shown at the output of IC-2. 

The "Hold" command connects the first channel to 
the output by making the output 0 of IC-10 low and 
counter (IC-11) ready for addressing the channels. All 
the 16 channels are ·analysed one after another by 
means of an ADC giving a channel advance instruction 
at the ~P input of IC-11. 

During the whole cycle of operation, the input line is 
closed and therefore IC-6 will not be triggered which in 
turn keeps the "B" input of IC-7 high. The input "A" of 
IC-7 is permanently low. Hence, withdrawal of the hold 
command produces a low-to-high transition of R 0 of 
IC-7. This transition of R 0 when the "B" input is high 
and the "A" input is low triggers IC-7 to discharge the 
capacitor C. 

5. Discussion 

The "sample-and-hold" and analog multiplexer of 
the design described now is being operated in a cosmic 
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Fig. 2.Curve showing the discharge of the.storage capacitor by 
a silicon transistor and a FET. (a) Width of the sampling pulse. 
(b) Discharge through the silicon transistor. (c) Discharge 
through the FET. 

ray air shower experiment. The storage capacitor C 
should be large to avoid errors due to leakage when it is 
allowed to hold the voltage for a long time while an 
ADC scans all the voltages standing at 16 channels or 
even more when multiplexed. The optimum value of the 
capacitor is chosen at 0.02 p.F to avoid "overshoot". 
During sampling the discharge of the capacitor C can be 
done by means of a silicon transitor by connecting its 
base directly to the Q output of IC-7 instead of using a 
FET. But with a silicon transistor the time of discharge 
of the condenser C is large compared to that for a FET 
as shown in fig. 2. The portion "a" in fig. 2 gives the 
width of the sampling pulse in an arbitrary scale and the 
two curves "b" and "c" give the discharge through a 
silicon transistor and FET respectively. At a particular 
time, indicated by the dotted line AB, if there is a 

"Hold" command when a high pulse is discharging after 
sampling, the "sample-and-hold" unit will hold the volt
age present at that instant across the capacitor C by 
resetting IC-7. Thus by using a silicon transistor the 
channel will give information of voltage equal to the 
level A in the absence of any pulse in that channel. 
Therefore in a fast detecting system a FET is always 
preferable to a silicon transistor. A high slew rate opera
tional amplifier 531 is used to multiplex the voltages to 
the output for making the voltage settling time mini
mum. It is observed that the voltage settling time of the 
analog multiplexer is less than 10 p.s. 
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A puJ.ae height recording system for a large 
number of channels from scintillation 
detectors of an air shower arr~ has been 
designed, constructed and operated. In the 
present form of the system the digital out
put from individual channel is found to be 
linear upto 500 mV input. Each channel con
sists of a pre-amplifier; main linear
amplifier and a -sample-and-hold. Each pulse 
height held by the sample-a.Ad-bold 1.s 
scanned by the analog mUlti plel:er , .,,! then 
digitised by an ana.log-to-a.igi tal converter& 
The digitised informat.ion is fed to a memory 
for printing on a paper tape6 

1. Introduction. 

Analogue pulse from the array of detectors carrying 
particle denei ty information is received. by the pulaa 
height analyser preconditioned ~ the selection system and 
operated by a master control unit. The block diagram ae 
shown in figure 1 shows our present attempt to develop a 
system for recording pulse heights. The selected pulses 
are received, analysed and printed on a paper tape by means 
of a line printer. 

2. Methpd 

In t-he present fonn of the recording system, a pulse 
from each scintillation detector is amplified by a pre
amplifier consisting of operational ampli·fier of gain 20. 
The output pulse from pre-amplifier is further amplified 

·by means of an amplifier of varying gain having an. analoguo 
ewi tch at the input. Outputs from pre-amplifier and 
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amplifier are fed to sample and hold circuit, controlled 
by the master control unit. ln. the selection gy stem, e.ey · 
three adjacent eo:intillatore ·are taken to produce a coin-· 
cidence master pulse to trigger the master control unit, 
cloud chamber control· unit, l!'laah-tube-che.mber con:trol 
unit an.J Magnetic Spectrograph oont~l unit.· As soon ae · 
the master control unit le triggered it gives a hold 
command to the sample and bold circuit, mti tches off the 
input line, disconnects the coincidence circuit from the 
maater control unit and sends a start-pulse to the pro
grammed ADC and memory programme unit. The built-in
programme unit controlling the iJ)Q, once triggered, 
connects all the pulses at the output of the sample and 
hold circuit by analog mult1, \ exer one after another to 
the ADO for acann:ing. ·The. digl tal outputs from ADO for 
each channel are de-multiplexed and displayed by seven
segment LED's for visual check and simultaneously record
ed in a memory unit controlled by met:1ory programme unit. 
The neon tube information of the magnetic spectrograph 
is received by a light sensing device i"hich produces digi
tal information. These output inforr:lations are stored in o. 
memory unit. · 

The pre-amplifier and amplifier connected in our aystem 
are linear upto 10 V output. The· output from the pre
amplifier is. scanned to see whether there is any satu.ra
.tion at ·the output of the arnplifj_er which will occur for 
large signal at the input. Since the pre-ampH fier is of 
gain 20, the maximum voltage that can be recor~~~l\l by . 
scanning the pre-amplifier output by means o£ the ADO is 
500.mV at the input point. 

At the end. of the ADO scan the memory progranme unit 
produces a print command to the lin~ printer and awi toiles 
on the· input line. The line printer first prints the digi
tal pulse height and r: ·.·a the neon tube informui on oi. the 
magnetic spectrograph tl~ough a muitiplexer controlled by 
the memory programme unit. At the end of the printing, · 
the coinciderlc.e circuit is cormected to the master control 
tmit for the ne·d event. :(he recording system of the cloud . 
chamber and fls,jh chamber are done by usual photographic . 
llletbod. 3ho>'Ter-frequency is rec1orded by connecting a scale.r 
at the output of the co:inciden·:·e ~ircuit. 
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** On leave to Kiel University, ,le·st Germacy 

*•* A.C.College, Je.lpaiguri, •'iest Bent;al, India. 

Al3JTRAOT 
The res.1l ts of n.ew r.1ea.suremcnts of the cross section 

for hadron nrod~ction in ouon-uuclear interactions by 
cosnic ray muons are presented. The nucleon structure 
fun.otion deterr11in.:!d in rece.at deep inelastic lepton
nucleon scatterin;j r:JeasureL1ents usiLl.L; accelerator lepton 
beam has been used tot~ethc.:r ·,,; ith the Drell-·,;alecka .fomulu
tion to calculate the cross section .Lor hadron production 
in muon-nucleon interactioiJ.s '0'/~.th large energy transfer 
but verJ small four-r:JOment~n transfer. A comparison of the 
calculation ,·, ith the prese;..~,t and previous experio.erlts is 
made .to show the applicability of the method in cosmic ray 
experiments. 

1, IntroduCtion 
The total cross section for hadron production by cosmic ra;y 

muons at high energies and accelerator muons at lo·11er energies has 
been determined in a number of experiments. ~he cross section for 
hadron production :in inelastic lepton-nucleon collision has been· 
derived in terms of measured nucleon structure functions of Drell
Walecka f·onnulation and the ratio of virtual ohoton cross sections. 
The calculated cross sections are used to evaiuate the cross sec
tion data of our own measurements using cosmic rey muons and many 
other cosmic ray and accelerator measurements. 

2. Derivation of the cross seotipA 
The inelastic lapton scatterirlg cross section by nucleon, 

as given by Drell and ,/alecka, is expressed in the form 

Gt~~ = ~~~ ~, [ w1(~,~~) ros..,t + ~W1 (v. 'ry) sirr~ J --. (1) 

where E and .E' are lepton energies before and after scatteril16 
at an anglee by a nucleon of mass M, W2(V,-v"} and Wl(v,<y"') are 
nucleon structure functions 

Wl = ~ ( v~-~yr~ ~ (v,o/) ... (2) 

--
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whet"e t7t and OS are the abso.rption cross sections o! ~ransverse and 
scalar virtual photons by nucleons, ,) = E-E' and q&;;p the absolum 
value of the square of the four-momentum trruisfer !rom ti:ii lepton. 

· For extremely small scattering angle the scattering cross 
scctiop. can be rt}duced to the form 

d.."'o- ~ 411..~-'V F ( :x,~·~") [ 1- + L \ 
d. ox. cl~ 2M£ x..,.y--v 't 2(1+R) J 

·where 'V 

'X. :: ~ /2.Mv 

.and 

'R ::;. f:lsj~ 

lt~(x,q2) = ')) w2(x,q2} 

' 
i.2.8 lf'V 

('J?'" +. Ll.{, )II-

. The d~uendence of lt~(x ,q 2) on q2 if .,) >> q~ as seen from 
eqn. (3) is_of the form 

:VW~(x,q?') :;. F(x,cy<v) :. :~ot. [ <Jt(~.t'') '.rJs_(,J,'t"')] (5} 

~his has been checked by us by .determining F{ ·:: ,q2) as a .fun~tio.n 
of q2 taken in unit of M2 from the recent acC'elerator data of 
e-N and ,.u.-N scattering experiments. ~he resu.l t of this analysis 
is the following · 

F{x,q2) • 1.24(q2)
1

o
06 

.1o-
28 

(cm2 
per nucleon) · ( 6) 

. for 0<q2 .(0.1; O<:x: <.02 
2 2 .0 73 . -28 2 

F{x,q } a 1 .. 89(q ) .. 10 · (em .per nucleon) (7) 

for 0.1 ( q 2 <0.5 ; .02 ~ x (0.,13 

· Using these forma for F(x, q 2 ) we have derived the differential 
ruld total cross oection for hadron production both for a mono
energetic bea:.1 and for a cios::Lic ray muon beam • .:3o_me .representa-
tive results a.re 6iven. in figure (1). · 

:rhe e~pression o btair~ed usine; eqn. ( 6) for difi'ere.ntia.l 
and total cross section for muons of energy ~ are 

d..o-- - i '1.{, [ .L - i + :L- J . "M.lC1l.CbM-7\.. bv.z. ~Ito~ (8) 
. d..~ - ·41 . '( . .:t(i+R) r 

(9) 
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-"1 . 
Por a. ooemio ra:y muon beam with an energy speotrum n(E)d.E • AE dE 

.D'( >,.' >E) = 1.36 [ ~"- ~ - ~Y- t) (E.;:.-£·~~) ( ~aa~ v) . 
. _ _ · . , - i ( e!::- -= l-"1) 

+ · (Y-i) ( r.:::- ~--!·") . { J>"- /) J ~~~bun~ N&.tl«fll. .. 

Jt("/+i){J.+R) (e.~:-EI-'i') ,..,_~ . (ICI) 

~he relative energy loss of muons of ena~gy E due .~o this process 
is given by 

' . I d.S ( i df/' ) · 
- E -~ _ b"" = N J ~ (. d.'t cl~ . 
. . ' . :11!\t,\ . . 

where li is the· Avogadro number. _ · · 
This q,uailtity bas been coMputed as a function of E for,l) 0.15 GeV. 

Table 1. ( -6 2 " 
Comparison of ooL'lt;n.l:ted v"alues of b 10 om per gm. i n -· with experimental value. 

Eqn. (6) E~n.(7} Experimental valuell) 

----~--~-----------------E(GeV)- 10 1000 10- 1000 

0.142 0.142 0.57 
. ' 

------------'---'-·-----------------~----..;...-

The· agreement between our calculated values :of· bn. in the -first 
·column of' table 1 and measured values (see ali:!O Kobayakawa .1973) _ 
indicates improvement over earlier such computationo (e.g. 
Kitamura 1977) • 

3. <Exp-eriment 

In the late six:ti_es, we started measurements (.Paul et a.l 
·1975) on -the production of knock-on electron, direct electron 
pairs, brernatrablung and hadrons by cosmic ra:t muons in aelect!ild 
·tar~et materials in a multiplate cloud chambar operating first 0 
. underground and then above ground ia the o bli.;ue direction at 75 
to the zenith. The mul ti_plate cloud chamber ( 90 x _90 x 50 ems) 

·containing Fe, Ou and ~b plates ~as trigGered with the purpose 
of observing the variou.s interactior1 events 1dthin it by single 
muons CBusine coincidence of mu.lti;>l.e 1mlses i'rorn large area _2 . plastic ricintillators. 'fhe chamber .. as "in. the shield o.f ;:!00 g.c:n 
concrete. An iron target of t~ickness 316 g.cm-2 and a lead 
target of thickness 113 g.cm- were placed in the-incident beam 
path for the _production of hadronic: showers. Another iron block, 
as the f:l.lter of prod1.1ced particles,_was placed below the chamber 
in between two scintillator co~1tera. 

; I 
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. 4. Reflulta and co.nclusio:n 

U.P~a~ent experimenta~ res11lte.- At 75° zenith angl~ .. 
operation of ·the apparatus, we c>hs~rved 19 m11on produced hadron 
produ.ction events due to 16.5 x 102 . · 
rn11on travaraals of. two target pro- _l!,igure 1 · 
ducer layers in a time of 4.48 x 
10·6 sec. The. minimUm energy tran61-
fer estimated is 3 GeV and total 
cross section is 1. 75 ± 0.17 micro-
barn per n11cleon for incident ·.~ 
muons of m~an energy 22 GeV. The ~ 
contribu.tion d11e to the incident : 

. nuclear a.o;~ive. component e.t thie. 8' ,o_ 
oblique observation Wa.a estimated ! 

·to be negligible. The results of ~ 
other experimeJlts with predicted ·j 
cross section are giv'en _in !ig.1 

.! 

4.2. Comparison of ~esul te 
For compariDon with the 

rueae1· '''3d cross section for hadron b · · 

Comparis-. . with meaE":.red 
cross aecl.iiona. 

~\ ,I I e 

'). .. ' & 
@ ~' s 
• ~· 1 
Q ... 1& 
,. .. I Rf 

'(111.1 

- '"""'i' rQ'Y "'"•"· lac«c -p:tod,;.;..:tion by cosmic ray muone, 
the differential cross section, 
egn. (3), has been averaged over 
the incident nuon speotr11m at 
each'location of· observation at 

~ •• Ul!tlav~t;u· fi'IIIOft. • "• 3. 
''~------~------~~------~ 0 If ICitl h'H 

£ in &cv 

sea level or under0roun~. The . 
exponent o.r.·· the muon spec'trum has been taken as 3.45(;;>heldon et al 
1973) above 100 GeY and 3 below 100 GeV. Minimum muon energy and 
energ;,• transfer .rancte for each experiment have been determined on 
the basis of the inforuation available in the published papers. 
l!Lax:imwn energ;r transfer, if not available, in the published _papers, 
is deternined from the relation 

;;~?L = E - i { ( 1 + :;: rJ 
where .c; is a,?proxinated to the averaGe energ•{ ol' 'the incident muon 

. beam, ro is muon rest !:lass. 
The status o ;:· t!te ~:lt.!a::mrr'.•.:~vnts of hadron production by muons 

C'ln be ansessed fror:l the compax:i .Jon o.f fig. 1. ~he me~sUl.·ed nucleon 
structure fwt~tion F(x,q2) as given by eqn. (6), in q~ interval · 
0-0.1 (GeY) 2 , gives total cross· sections consistent with 76'jJ of 
the measuretaen::a, predicted cross se0·ti•.)na remainill.g within the· 
experimental error lir.lits. 'rhe errors to the measured cross sec
tions are la.q;e due to poor statistics of data in most of the 

. exper'iments. In addition· many o ~· the experiments suffer from the 
uncertainties in i?entif:d.ng nuclear interaction events, estimation 
of enervy transfer .a!ld l:H!lr of information on four-momentwn range. 

· 'l'he structure function in the q2 interval 0.1-0S (Gev)2, as 
i:~iven by· eqp.. (? )-, predicta much Jower cross sections in diaa.gree
tnent, ·with measurements. The bn values based on eqn. (6) showing . 
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agreement of the measured result provides additiona~ confir~~tion 
that cosmio·ray muon-nuclear interactions involve q va.luee 
~O.l(Gev)2 ev:en for inter(,)· .,lonu of energy tranafer of the ...,.t·der 
ot hundred GeV. 

; Thua the oon.clu.aion from all a.vaUable oosmio ray measure
menta on muon-nuclear interaction process ia that the structure 
function of eqa.. ( 6) together with Drell-Wa.l"oka formuJ.a 1 '-' 
aiequate in explaining the phenomenon at a.],.l ene~:'gy transfer if 
q (<-}. ' 
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:p'UDIES ON piRECI' PRO[)U=r'lON OF ~E:Cl'OON-POSITRON 
PAIRS BY MUONS . 

A. paul, N. L. Karmakar, B. Ghosh .. M. R. Ghostrlastidar, 
G. c. Goswami and· N. ~haudhuri. 
Department of-Physics, 

University of North Bengal,narjeelillJ~ India. 

AI3srRAcr 
The results of new measurements of the 

·cross section for the direct production of 
electron-positron pairs by muons are pre
sented, together with the predicted cro(3s 
sect ions a~o rdin;, to more recent cal cul a
t ion, .to make a critical evaluation of the 
theory of the process. 

1. Introduction. 

--

~he early experiments wit~ cosmic ray electrons and 
muons gave an· indication that the Bhabha ( 1935) or the MUT 
(MUrota Ueda Tanaka, (1956) calculations were inadequate even 
in their ranges of applicabUity. In some of the later measure
m.ents, 'the total cross section of electromagnetic interactions 
(DPP, kn.ock-on and bremsstrahlung) was determined and only in a 
few experiments, a· separation of DPfl events from knock-on and 
bremsstrahlung was attempted. we consider it useful to examine 
the present state of t~e theoretical DPP cross sections With' 
the data of our earlier experiments and·our new measurements. 
Thes·e are briefly described below. · 

( i) Chaudhuri and Sinha, ( 1964), chaudhuri and Goswami 
(1970): !Jpp of electron-positron in thin and thick 
iron and lead targets by muons under-)round (mean 

. energy · 33 GeV) was studied in a mul tipl ate cloud · 
chamber. 

(i i) paul, Karmakar and Ghaudhuri ( 197 5)' r.:t>P events in 
thin tar-Jets of a !Tll.il tiplate cloud chanber operated 
at sea level in inclined directions (zenith angle: 
40-50 deJree and 70-80 degree). · 

2. Results. 

The reanalysed thin target (Fe) ·opp data ot"our earlier 
measurements and the fi'nal thin tar,;~et (Al., ..:U,Pb) DPP data of 
new· measurements are: presen·ted here. Th eorettcally expected 
res·ul.ts have. b~en conputed by takiny into account the appropri
ate incident muon spectra and the DPP predictic:ns acoo rdirig to 
the forrrul at ions of BhBbha (1935) and Kokoul in-petrukhin ( l<P) 

· ( 1970), beinJ th'e. r~resentati ve calcu,lations of Cl-;1.\ and QED 
treatments. 
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Table 1 

' ? 
Experimental valll.:'S of DPP crcs·s se:::tion (;::m /:;J) 
from sea level measurements at three zenith angles. 

(1) ( 2) , P> ( 4) ( 5) 

SL,0° 6 Al,0.41 3-30 '!:xpt; 6.o(2.1)-5 

I<P s 5. 7-5 
Bh : 5. 5-5 

SL,40<?..5o0 7 Al.,0.41 3-30 ;::xpt: 8.3(2.5)-5 
KP : 7.7-5 
Bh : 7.6-5 

SL, 70°-80° 24 pb,l.7 3-30 .E:><pt: 7.6(0.8}-4 
KP : 6.4-4 
Bh : 6. 2-4 

· SL, 70°-80° 24. cu, 1. 3 -' 3-Jo Expts 2.1(0.8)-4 
KP ' 2. 7-4 
Bh 2.5-4 

SL,76°-80° 24 Al.,0.4l 3-Jo Expt: 1.0 (0. 4) -4 
l<P ; 1.5-4 
Bh : 1.4-4 

(1) sea 1 evel zenith angle. ( 2) estimated mean energy of incident 
muons in GeV, (3) target element and thickness in g~em-2 (4)ene.rgy 
transfer range in MeV, (5) ·cross-sections expected ac-::ording to 
Kokoulin-Petrukhin ( I<P) ( 1970) ·and Bhabha (Bh) ( 1930) calculations 
corrparec. ;<lith experiment.al results, (exFerimental err·or is i:1 
parentheses) 

( i) ( 2) 
---
UG,O 33 

Table 2 

E:xperimental DPP cross sections (cm2j:;,) from 
measurements unr.leqround (depth lSO hgjcm2) 

( 3) ( 4) ' 
--· 

·Fe, 4. 25 · 25-100 
100-200 
200-500 
5o0-1,ooo 

(5) 

4.2(0.8)-4 
1.7(0.8)-4 
7.0(1.2)-5 
3. 5(1. 7) -5 

(6) 

3.9-4 
l. 3-4 
9.9-5 
4.9-"> _____ ___; ----

(1) :...n·;Jerq round zenith an.Jle:, ( 2) estimar.ed mean muon energy, 
(3) target eletn~:mt with thi::k.."less in g. cm-2, (4) .ener•:~y transfer hi 
MeV, ( 5) experimental cross section (b) cross secticns ~xpecte·J frC't"l 

theformulatiun of Kokul in-1-'etrukhin (KP} · ( 1970) · · 
Tile·experimental dat<: .. far relati·j 'lY thi(:ker ·tar.·.Jets of Fe and 
Pb coverin:J F!ner;~y tx:-ansf~r ·upto .16 .:;ev are not. included in tllis 
p reseJ ita(; ion. ' 

'r.·. 

) 
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3. 0>!!£! us ions • 

. The present evaluation shows that the version as given by 
KOkoulin-petrukhin of the rrore exact QED calculations of the OPP 
of electron-Positron process pr~dicts cross sections a1rrost .the 
same as from the Bhabha calclllation in the lower energy transfer 
range. The KP predictions a.ce closer to Mu:r' (alpha=-1)' ·predictions 
than t" the predictions f.rom MUT ( alpha=2) . calculatfon,. p·a.tticu
larly in the lower and in'termediate energy transfer range., Diffe
rence between any two predict.ic.ns in their approp;r{ate energy . 
range o.f validity :is so small that they can not be distingc: ··hed 

·by the existin·;J cosmic ray muon and acc~lerator n'IUon induceet DPP 
measurements. 'l'he present results in the region of low energy 
transfer where onl·y a few measurements have been conducted before, 
agree with tneory. Thu,s we have the state of the DPP theory · 
evaluateg down to 3MeV: energy transfer. · ' 
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A :.:rl.::-.v AIR SHOWER 'PROJECT l!'OR S'rUD!t.:3 OP i.fJONS AHD H.ADROi.fS 

H.Chnudhuri, 3.Ghosh, M..R.Ghoshdastidar 
and G. c. Go swami 

Department of Physics, 
University of North Bengal, 

Darjeeling, India. 

ABS:TaA.CT 

'l'he neVI air shower project at NDU using the 
Department of Atomic Energy illa.gnetic clpectroe,rraph 
for ino,mentum measurement of muons upto a thousand 
GeV/ c will be reported. The aim is to study 
(i) momentum spectrum and charge ratio of air 
show.er 1auons (ii) energ:j spectrum and charge 
ratio of air shower badrons aud (iii) electro
magnetic interaction of muonso 

1. Introduction 
The new project for. ma:<::i.o.g observation on air showers a.t 

ground level bas been undertaka.a at the Univ~rsity of North 
BeD.o~l. The main aim is to study the muon component and the 
hadron component in the same air shower in 'direct experiments' 
usin~ a Magnetic Spectrograph arill visual detectors. 

2. rThe experiment&+ arraqgem!Bt 
The .iJlvestigation.· \vill be. carried out by using an air 

ahpwer array of plastio scintillator detecto_rs, a Magnetic 
. spectrograph for the momentum measurement of muons near the 
oent·re of .the array, a large volume neon nash tube chamber for 
observation of muons away from the cent~e of the array and· a . 
mult1plate expansion chamber as the detector of hadrons near the 
centre of the array. · 

2-lo ~he air shower :1rray 
·. The ai:r shower array ia baaed at the initial· stage on 13 

plastic scintillator count;era, spread over a diameterof 12m, 

o:Plaatio Scintillator 
Counters · . . ·. · 

C:Expansion Chamber · 
f:Flaah tube .ehamber 

. M:Magn.etio Spectrograph 

SC!l.le 

Figure 1 
Air Shower Array 
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- as electron densit.:r· detectors ill an iL .. l~ident air ahow~r. The--la.y-
oi.lt of the detectors is shown in fig. 1. The respons~· of the . 
arras hasr been test~d. :rhe minimum show(;r size detectable by' the 
array has been determined to be in the range 1 ~ 106 ~ li'2 x 106 · 

?. 2. The muon deteci._·, >'!, -

The magnetic spectrograph (Pig. 2) ~ .. -· · Log a maximum detect·
able momentum ~! ,..., 1000 GeV7o and an acceptance solid angle 
,vl2 cm~.sr• will be com
bined 'with ll.eon nash tube 
trays to locate the path
of muons for momentum 
measurement. The speotro
gra~h is ~riggered b,y a 

Figure 2 
Front vlew of o.ne limb o~ magn.e
t;tc spectrograph. Plan o.t· map~ 
tic spectrograph aasembly. 

G m·counter telescope in 
coincidence-with the air 
shower array. · 

¥T1 -'F'T,: Neon. Fta.th T\ibe T11.o.vs 

:n,-~ : SclntUta.tion Dft«elON 
A multilayer neon 

flash tube ohamb~r 
( 2x2x1. 5il) with a 5 oin. 
of lead shield on the 
top- will be placed at 
about 5 ·metre from the 
centre to detect the 
low energy muons iii an 
incident shower. 

2.3. The nadros detector 
, A multiplate expan.sioD. 

chamber of dimensions . 
(1mXlmX50 em.) with 12 iron· 
plate_s ea.cll of 2 em tllickneaa 
will be located near the oe~
tre of the array to detect 
the hadrons in the air shower •. 
The chamber will be shielded 

·at the top by 2.5 em. of lead. 
The hadron detector will be 

· trj_ggered by a G Jl Counter 
.telescope in coincidence with 
the .a.ir shower array. The 
threshold energy of the 
hadron detector i.s adjustable 
in th~ present arrangement 
(li'ig. '3). 

McM4: Mo.,_nets 
fo.J,. 4003-.e.ii'- Tt.lelt · 

F : .N"eon FI.A~ Tube ChJI.~ 
( >to.dllon.. :beteete.o) 

c : Elt,CU\.-<1(61'\ ChU\~ 

( MCAon. lnteu.eHon) 
:n.tedO'I' -

Figure 3 
G M Oounter relescope 

.•. Po c' Mu.lt(~L·•· ~.,.. ... ,.... I ==j 
Ch.o.."'-bt~t -=-.:::=: C 

--"Pb: Lead. (2-ti'c. T...:eK) · 

'& : Iron 
GsM : GM Cou.11.ta Til&~ 

Fe. 

[EJF==:=::nn GH 

-~~~ ..l'll'o 
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3. Possible measurements 

The combination of the Magnetic spectrograph combined 
with a multiplate cloud chanbe~ at its bottom,a multilayer fla8h 
tube chamber a.ud another multiplate expansion chamber &a hadron 
detector will make it possible to measure (i) the momentum 
spectrum of muons (ii) the char~e ratio of muons (iii) the 
ener6Y spectrum of hadrons, (iv) the charge ratio of hadrons 
and lv) the interaction processes induced by very high energy 
muons' iil. a visual detector. 
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A CRITICAL ~VA~UrtTION OF Tili ~U{GLE 
PARTICLE ll~C:,U.:3IVE CRO.:l~ ::JECTIONS 
UJED FOR D£SCRIBil;G .?ARTICLE 
PRODUCTIOl4 IN HIGH BN.C:RGY · CO.::UIC 
RAY L~TERACTIOrlS 

Ghoshdaatidar M.R., Goawami G.O. 
Ghosh B., Basak D.K. 
Chaudhuri N. 
Univerai ty of Morth Bengal 

India 

ABSTRA.CT 

HE 1.1 

Various single particle inclusive cross 
section formulae which have recently been 
used i11 the calculations of cosmic raY 
cascading have been critically examined. 
This evaluation reveals the degree to 
which the various foros of erose section 
representations show uni~ in. their pre
dictions and with currently available more 
accurate cross sections at higher energies. 

1. Introduction 

Recently many atte3pts have been made to interpret very 
high energy nuclear interaction processes in.extensive air 
showers and to relate the sea level muon spectrum and the 
charge ratio with pril!lary cosmic rcy spectrum by making use 
of the available data on inclusive cross sections in hadron 
collisions in .the limited accelerator energies. In these 
papers the cross sections have been extrapolated to cosmic 
ray energies assumin3 scaling behaviour in the data. The . 
.?redictiot1s of these papers dif~ ~r widely. ·This is due to 
\i) the use, in sorJe early puper~, of preliminary lower 
energy data (ii) a variety of forue used to represent the 
s~e data for use in calculation of cos~io ray cascading 

at very high energies und (iii) la.c:C of data in cer-.. - ' ~ 
tain regious~produced pflr"iclo::!-r..iHu:::.u tics. Consequently, 
the present status of sc•C:!l ia:Oerpretutive worK is that des
pite ::mr...y ,.?-tte:::p:;s tb:J situation in t.i1is urea. of interest 
re::JaitlS Ull3olved. '.(he various iaclu:Jive cross section re
presentuti.0as uppear <,;o des~rve u [Jr-~~.::ututloa wluch wiJ,.l 
exhibit the dt: 6Tt::e to l'l!lic:!1 ttl.:: VUI' L )US 1or::~s of cross sec
tions show uaity ill t;I~t::ir !Jl'l1ciict.!.o,.s and with currently 
available !:<ore accurate data at hi~~r energius • .:>uch a pr~ 
sentatioa h!l8 b;;eu utte::~p1.:tJd by critically evaluating sever-
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al of the important forme of erose sections which b~ve h~~~ 
used in the calcula-tion of cosmic ray· cascading. 

2. Inclusive-cross sections 

The erose sections determined over a_ wide ran0e of 
accelerator energiea''for various inclusive hadronic reac
tions for production of particles (pion, kuon, antinuclear.) 
are usually expressed,· in Feynman approach in centre of !f.ass 
system (C.M) in variable x(~F• Feynman scaling variable; or 
xR, Yen or radial scaling variable) and Pt• transverse 
momentum. · 

In the alternative approach of Yen et al (1974) the 
variable y (laboratory longitudinal rapidity) and Pt are 
used to express the cross section data. In the Feynman 
(1969) approach, the cross section function f(x,pt, JS), 
(a, squared C.M energy) when plotted aa a function of x :1 s 

'predicted to show at sufficiently high energy s, the 
behaviour ~ 

:f(x, Pt , ,ts) ~ g(x, Pt) '> · 0 

In the approach of Yen, the invariant cross section plot-' 
ted as a function of y is predicted to show at high ener
gy a the behaviour 

t(t, Pt• [li) ~ g(y, Pt) ) 0 

The cross eeotion'data measured in various ranges of 
these variables and beam energy have been investigated ~ 
many authors to examine the dependence on these vari6l.bles 
in the limited range of a. The various representations thus 
obta~ned and published are listed and described below. 

3, Differential cross section's form 

The usual method adopted to examine if the cros·D sec
tions for a given x and Pt at a fixed SS for production of 
a certain secondary particle in a badronic inclusive reac
tion become a independent of .f8 at high s i a to plot the 

,oroaa-eectiona aa a function of x for various value.e of Pt 
and to obtain a single function in x and Pt for all beam 
energies. In an a1ter11ative procedure the data are 
plotteti aa a function of. Pt f·or several x value a to obtain 
a singl.e function in x and Pt· In moat of the published 
papers the cross section data have been found to be only 
qualitatively a-independent over the liniited ranges of x 
and beam energy studied and available eo far. ?he form-fits 
thua obtained have been used in many calcula-tions of cosmic 
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"' oe.eoading, gIven in the following , t 
1. Erylkin et e.l ( 1974) t p ~ p ~~~.1( f" e.llything; o .o5i.c,< 1 

o.2~r.w.s GoV/o; ~ = 44.6 GeV 
2. Be.dhwar et al (1977} p~ J? .... '.><i + a.n,ythin~n 0~ ..:.._< 1; 

0.2~P.(0.8 GeVjo; beam onorgys6 -1500 GM 
3. Thompson et al {1977) 1 P+ p .... ll\l(~ .. a.nything; Q~lt.,.<-1; 

0.2{~t ~ 0.8 GeV/o; bee.m energy 24-1500 GeV 
4. Johnson et al ( 1978) 1 p + p .... /('-,"'t +- anything; O<:.c .. <0.8 

0.25~Pt ~ .75 GeV/o; beam energy • 100-400 GeV 
5. Ghoshd.aatidar et a.l (1978)1 P+ p...,)1

,K1 +aeythi.ng; 
01,---,1-1; 0.21,1\ &.8 GeV/o; beam energy 6-2000 GeV 

6. Volkova et al ( 1979) sp .. p ... ~-t.,._t + anything; 0(..,._,.,< 1 
beam energy 1 6-1500 Ge V. 

7. HUlas AM (1979)1 p + p-.K,ot\a.n,ything; 0<7(R<1; 
0.2~ 1>~ ~.8 GeV7o; bea.m energy 1 10-2200 GeV. 

Nqmar1oa1 computation of the croes aectiong 

All the important parametric representations for the 
1nolueive oroes sections have been computed using the 
values of the parameters as given by the respective authom • 
.1 selection of computed results is given :1Jl. Fi:g• 1. 

To show the differences in the predicted cross sections 
· according to various formuJ.ae;~M.ve been integrated over Pt 

and then the results (x ~) are plotted in figure (2) 
relative to that from Hillas (1979). Over the whole regions 
ot x considered the predictions of the various formulae 

. diverse strongly indicating that the experimental data 
represented in parametric fQrm .only in terms of x-., 8.n4 P+. 
over the limited .range of. s"investigated so f~r are perb4pa 
ina.oourate and incomplete. - . . · 
]ie!erenoe§ . · 
1;. Badhwar GD et al 1977 Pb,y' Rev Dl5, Vol 3 p820 
2~ Erl,ykin A1J et al 1974 J .Phy A7 2059 
3~ :leynman RP 1969 Phy Rev. ·Lett 23, 1414 . 
4. Ghoshdaetidar MR et al 1979 II Nuv. Cim~ Vol 10 Ser 1 

. No 5 p439 
G~ H1Uae All 1979 Proo. 16th IORO EA 3-3 p13 . 
6. Johnson IR et al 1978 Phy Rev. D17 p1292 
7e ~hompson KG et al 1977 J.Phy G Vol 3 No. 1 p97 
B. Volkova et al 1979 Sov. J .Nuol. Pby. 29(5) p645 
~. Yen E 1974 Phy Rev. D10 p 816 
10· "'"'"'"".....: Rs ~•o.t 1912.. Pl.'1•· lo.ft. 39~, S\i 

II· Q~a•ftl&~~. I< e'- ... t 1g1c. P\..v•- Lclt. '"'~ r.. , Ill 
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NUCLEAR SHADOVTING IN LE!?TOPRODUCTION 
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ABSTRACT 

MN 4-11 

rlew measurements of nuclear shadowing in 
leptoproduction and photoproduction of 
hadrons representing improvement in pre
cision over earlier such experiments have 
been subjected to a critical analysis to 
examine their energy dependence and depen
dence on mass number. ~everal of the pub
lished calculations on nuclear shadowing 
have been considered by finding their pre
dictions and by i11dica ting the differences 
in their predictions and between predictions 
and measurements of shadowing in nuclear 
rnuoprodu.ction, electroproduction and photo
production of hadrona. 

1. Introduction 

Inelastic muon-nucleus (A) and electron-nucleus scatter
ing measurements provide total photollllclear cross section 
( o;.A) for virtual photons. ~he photon shadowing 'S' in 
.ta:J;"get nuclei expressed as ( cr,=,. /Al7"'r) ( IO!ffective fraction of 
:mic;Leons in the nuclear target) can thus be determined as a 
function of virtual photon energy E1• and the square of 
four-momentum transfer.q'L., The measurements of total cross
section for hadron production by inelastic lepton-scatter
ing yield the effective fraction of nucleons in a nuclear 
target at very small qz. -values but over a wide virtual 
photon energy range. These data together with the data 
from the real photoproduct ... m experiments a.re taken togeth-
er for testing existing calculations on nuclear 
shadow effect. Old experimental da.ta on nulcear shadowing 
from real photoproduction experiments and also electro
production experiments contain large uncertainties. ~ew 
experimental data represent great improvemeu t in the pre
cision of measurements and appear to deserve a presentation 
which will exhibit a. relation between various theoretical 



predictioas. In tl1is paper, we o.tte:.1pt nuch a. presentation 
con::~idering the exvrleri:neatal data irom recent measurooenta 
and latest theoretical predictiOLLS. 

2. huclear shadow-effect ceJ.culationa 

The theory of shadowing of real and virtual photons in 
nuclei is based on 

1) vector-meson dominant model in which photons are 
assumed to interact with nucleons via vector 
mesons. 

ii) many-channel hadron-doulinunt model (generalised 
vec"Gor dor4inant model) in v1hich photons are assumed 
to interact with nucleons via. hadron states. 

The pure 
0
Rho-dominant' calculatiotl of photon shadowing 

has baen given a1:10ne; others by Brodsky and Pumplin (1969). 
The multi-channel shadow-effects have been calculated neg-
lectin.; off-dia.go!l:3.l elem.ents between hadronic cbannels 
by ilrodsky a.r!d Pu::1plin. (1:169). In the refined calculations 
of Cocho et a.l (1974), Distas et al (1975), Bezrukhov and 
Bugaev ( 1~79), "these off-diago.-ml terms have been show.a. 
to be significant in the case of heavier nuclear targets. 
:l'he nredictions ol' these calculatious have not yet bean 
:::utually COllipared and "test-ad adequat.ely usirJ.6 reliable 
experi:.1e.:n;al data .i.'ro.:~ shad.owiug of real and virtual pho
tons iH heavier J-..uclei. 

3 • .cil::p erirr. en ta;L d..:;. t.a and. a.na}.y si 51 

\"/e propose to exam.ue photon shudowine through a a~udy 
of (a) photon encrr~· dependence otl some tare;et naclei lA) 
and also (b) A.-dep<3n.dence .t'or some phot.on energies using 
data from ( i) co s::ic 'i'a::J :nuon-nucleua inelastic scat-cering 
expGri:::.ents (ii) ::1ccdorator elec"l>ron-arLd muon-nucleus 
;ca.-;;t.erj_,-.g experi:-:-.~•-i..s Clad (i::..i) real pr,otoproo.uction ex
:)eri':,enta. '.Phe co3r.Jic ray muon exoeri::Jeats provide total 
)hotormclear cross-uection at very low q2 ( -;;::-0) values 
::>ver a wide virtl.llil ;)hoton enervs ra!4Se. Zxpar:iiuents so far 
repor"ted on ineL ... st:Lc el~ct1'on-scatterinc; and muon scatter
ing have provided data ut low q2 values and have been com
iJi!l<:Jd v1i th cosmic ray muon data l'or th:i.s analysis is bused 
on 

1) Lieasuremer1t..s for virtual photons by 

a) La.:i:~ et al (19?1) 
b) iieynen et· al (1~11) 
~> P<UO.l ... 1 o..l. (>'>15 l-



d.) Ei ck::wy er et o.l ( 197 6) 
«) Baily et al (1979} 

11) Measurer.wnta for real. pbo !:nne by 

a\ Brooke et al (197~) 
b) DareeH.!J' reoort ( 1973) 
c) UCSB lGport {1973) 

a
d) Michalowski· a~ al (1977) 

) ·sabathuler E (1978) 

MN 4-11 

To exR:nine the data on the energy depend.ence and A-depen
dence, the.data points with q2~o.l are plotted as a func
tion of photon energy E,.on s0me nuclei as shown in Fig. 1, 
and plotted as a function of A for several photon energies 
aa shown in Fig. 2. The results are presented as fitted cur
ves that represent the data well. The dependence of the 
data on A and Ey-is obtained in the fonna 

-.07 -.49 
SftAefr/A) : 0.95+0.48A E;., E~ in unit 

of ~l.uoleon. reat maae. 

4. Oomparieon with theoretical predictions and cionclueion 

The theoretical predictions according to several of the 
calculations are displayed in fig. 3. Predict tons of 
Brodslcy and Fumplin ~1969) above a photon energy of 5 GeV 
are higher than experimental data and those from the pre
dictions of Distas et a1 ( 1975). The dependence of the 
shadowing on photon energy is seen to be very week. '!!he 
shadowing observed in real photoproduction experiments is 
found to show a behaviour 1n qualitative agreement with 
that. observed in lo~ qZ leptoproduotion prooeea. · 
Reterenoes 
1. Bezrukov and Bugaev 1979 
2. Brode~ SJ and Pumplin J 1 1969 P~0~e~.pv~1~41s2 
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4. Brooke~ at al 1973 Pby Rev. Da p2826 
6. Oocho G at al 1974 i'luol. Pbya. B78 p269 
6. DESY report 1971 Physics Lett. 34B p651 
7. Dietae P et al 1975 Nucl. Pbys. 1399 pJ5 
d. Eickmeyer J et a.l lS /6 Pby Rev Lett Vol 36 No. 6 p289 
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